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Compliance, Accreditation & Certification Committee

Certifying Operations with Multiple Production Units, Sites and Facilities
under the National Organic Program

November 19, 2008

I. Overview

Congress derennined that national organic standards would facili tare commerce and assure consumers that
products marketed with an organic claim meeT a "consistent standard."l To achieve this commercial consistency
Congress authorized the USDA to develop a federal organic cenification program 2 in consultation with the
National Organic Standards Board. 3 On October 20, 2002, the NOSB submitted its recommendation "Criteria for
Certification of Grower Groups" to the SecreTary. (2002 recommendation) The National Organic Progrmn (NOP)
approved the 2002 recommendation in May 2007 for interim use by certifying agents.

This 2008 recommendation "Certifying Operations with Multiple Production Units, Sites and
Facilities'''! is a new recommendation that accepts and extends the logic of the NOSB's 2002 recommendation. 5

The OFPA and the NOP authorize certification of operations with multiple production llllits, sites or
facilities-- including operations consisting of legally-constituted groups--based on their organic system
plan, their internal control systems and other oversight provided by certifying agents. In short, this
recommendation supports the continued e:t:pansion ofopportunity to certifY groups worldwide that supply
many organic products and ingredients without compromising or diluting the strict requirements ofthe
Organic Foods Production Act (OFPA) and NOP.

The key development that llllderpins this recommendation is an infonnal decision dated October 27, 2006
in which the AMS Administrator detennined that a certifying agent's policy of inspecting "only a percentage of
producers" in a group instead of annual inspections of each producer in the group was inconsistent with 7 CFR
§205.403.6 The NOP allowed the continuation of group certification llllder the guidance of the 2002 NOSB
recommendation on May 2nd 2007

There are today producers operating under certifications based on implementation of strong internal
control systems that guide the implementation of a single organic system plan across multiple production llllits.
This method of organic certification has assisted producers and handlers from less developed areas in reaching
organic markets and in expanding the purchasing options of organic consumers. The use of an internal control
system as part of an organic system plan that in tegrates mul tiple sites and production llllits is consistent with the
OFPA and, provided additional assurances are met, may reduce the need for direct observation by inspection of
each sublllli t or si te operated llllder that OSP.

1 7 USC §650 1; §6505(b) (imported products may be sold in interstate commerce if certified under an "organic certification
program ... [that] provides safeguards and guidelines ... equivalent to the requirements for this chapter." )
2 7 USC §6503(a)

J 7 USC §6503(c)

~ This terminology is consistent with the regulatory language related to inspection found in 7 CFR § 205.403.

1 The rationale described in the 2002 recommendation remains applicable

6 National Organic Program Appeal Decisions 2005-07 (M:arch 12,2007)

http://www.ams.usda.govINOP/Compliance/AppealsSummarieslSept05-MarO7.pdf



II. Lf2al Background

The committee agrees with and adopts the 2002 NOSB approach thaT The NOP may auThorize its
certifying agents to develop requirements for internal control systems designed to assist in certifying operations
that consist of multiple producTion units, sites and facilities operating under a single organic system plan and thaT
may reduce the need for direcT observation by inspection of each unit or site. We begin with the October 2006
Decision in APL-OII-06 (the decision) because it partially frames the ultimate issue addressed by this
recommendation.

A. The Decision

In October 2006 the AMS Administrator issued a decision regarding a "communi~ grower group" thaT
was denied certification largely because it lacked a "well defined internal control system." The group had sought
review only of the certification denial, appealing "the magnitude of the sanction" and nor the underlying finding
of an inadequate internal control system. The Administrator affinned The certifying agent's decision, concluding
that there had been a "failure of internal oversighT mechanisms" thus The certification denial was justified. 9 The
decision went further however and concluded the use of an internal control system thaT required annual inspecTion
of only a "percentage of producers for initial and annual on-site inspecTions" did not comport with 7 CFR
205.403(aXl).1O Other deficiencies were identified and Taken togeTher caused The Administrator to conclude thaT
an "internal inspecTion system [cannor be used] as a proxy for the mandatory on-site inspections by a certifying
agent." II

We understand the decision to say thaT the system under review in the case failed to comply with section
205.403(aXI). Bur The decision does not preclude internal control systems thaT reduce or eliminate the need for
direct observaTion of each portion of an operation under the annual on -site inspection rule appearing aT section
205.403(aXl)

B. The Role of the Organic System Plan

The OFPA authorizes persons l2 to seek certification for their operaTions by submitting an organic system
plan.

"[O]rganic plan" means a plan of management * * * thaT has been agreed to by the
producer or handler and the certifying agent and That includes written plans concerning
all aspects of agricul rural producTion or handling[.] 13

Congress envisioned the OSP as a collaborative written management plan thaT reflected the unique characteristics
of the operaTion. The Final Rule reflects this guidance.

7 Docket APL-O 11-06, Pg. 5, fn. 9 (defining a community grower group for purposes of the administrative decision) The

2002 NOSB recommendation also describes the organizational fonn its recommendation addresses calling it a "grower

group."

s Pg. 10

9 Pg. 10

10 Pg. 11

II Pg. 12

12 7 USC §6502 (15) A person may be an individual or any other fonn oflegally recognized entity.

lJ 7 USC §6513(a); §6506(a)(2)



The organic system plan must be negotiated, enacted, and amended through an infonned
dialogue between certifying agent and producer or handler, and it must be responsive to
the unique characteristics ofeach operation. 14

The organic system plan is the forum through which the producer or handler and
certifying agent collaborate to define, on a site-specific basis, how to achieve and
document compliance with the requirements of certificarion. The organic system plan
commits the producer or handler to a sequence ofpractices and procedures resulting in
an operation that complies with e\.<W)' applicable provision in the regulations. 15

asps are the key management document for certified operations. Additional documentarion may be ordered by
the certifying agent to ensure the asp is consistent with the aFPA and Nap.

[C]ertifying agents are competent TO detennine the specific documentation they require to
review and evaluate an operation's organic system plan. 16

Such records must be adapted to the particular business thar the certified operation is
conducting, ••• and be sufficient TO demonstrate compliance with the Act and
regularions. 17

The organic certification process envisioned by Congress and embedded in the Final Rule demonstrates
that an asp is a management plan that is responsive to the operation's particular needs and that certifying agents
may impose additional documentary requirements to ensure a particular operarion is compliant. This is adequare
authorization to use the organic system plan as a vehicle for development of internal control systems that improve
the results of third-party inspections by bringing the various llllits and sites llllder one governing compliance
scheme thar may reduce the need for direct observation by inspection ofeach llllit or site.

C. The Role of Inspections

Inspections play an important role in determining whether an asp is being properly implemented, and
Congress mandated thar all certified farms and handling operations receive an "annual inspection.,,18 The starnte
does nor define "inspection" and the fact that it occurs but once a year indicates that Congress considered the
organic inspection TO be more a part of the asp collaboration between the farmer and the certifying agent than as
part of the government's policing of the organic label. The Nap's definition of "inspection" and statements in the
Final Rule support this approach:

The act of examining and evaluating the production or handling operation of an applicant for certification
or certified operarion to detennine compliance with the Act and the regulations in this part. 19
An inspection is a TOol based on exanlination and evaluation of site-specific activity to verify that the

organic system plan "accurately reflects the practices used" and thar the operation may be seen TO comply with the
rules and starnte. 20

14 Final Rule at p. 41, http://www.ams.usda.govINOPINOP/standardsIFullTexLpdf
11 65 Fed. Reg. at 80558 (emphasis added).

16 Final Rule, at pg. 44, http://www.ams.usda.govINOPINOP/standards/FullTexLpdf

17 Pg. 21 Final Rule, http://www.ams.usda.govINOPINOP/standardsIFullText.pdf
IS 7 USC §6506(a)(5) and 6502 (defmitions)

19 7 CFR §205.2 (defmitions)

20 Pg. 158 Final Rule, http://www.ams.usda.govINOPINOP/standardslFullText.pdf



III. Recommendation

The committee recommends that the NOP accept the following suggested definitions changes and
prepare guidance materials for ACAs thar describes the implementation of these changes regarding certificarion
of operations with multiple production lllli ts, sites or facilities. This may require a rule change to Section 205.403
and 205.2 that specifically allows multi-site certification based on a single OSP and fimctioning ICS.

Recommended new definitions for addition TO 7 CFR205.2

"Production Unit" means:

The portion of an organic operation where products are produced and/or handled post-harvest, including
any sub-llllits located within geographic proximity. A production llllit, including any sub-llllits locared
within geographic proximity, operates llllder the operarion's organic system plan, and is managed through
an internal concrol system to ensure compliance with all applicable provisions of the regularions. Each
production llllit wi thin a production or post-harvest handling operation has defined location, practices,
management and/or products.

"Sub-lllli t" means:

A smaller discrete portion of a production llllit, such as a field, plor, wild-crop harvest area, or distinct
processmg area.

"Internal Concrol System" means:

A written quality assurance system included in a master organic system plan that sets forth the practice
standards, recordkeeping and audit trail requirements applicable ar each production llllit, facility or site
and thar identifies the internal verification methods used.

"Site" means:

The locarion of management activities for a given production unit.

Recommended guidance marerials thar NOP should creare for Accredited Certifying Agencies

A. Introduction

For the past 30 years, the organic indusny has embraced the concept of people working together TO
convert more acreage to organic agriculrnre and create more organic food and products for consumers. One
method of people working together has rraditionally been called "group certification" or "organic smallholder
certification," and is here referred to as "producer group certification." When an operation's activi ties are carried
our in a similar manner at different sites, production llllits, and facilities and when the activities of these
component parts are llllder the concrol of the operation through a well-executed, single Organic System Plan
(OSP), it is possible thar proper multi-site inspection may be achievable through risk assessment and sanlpling
rather than through direct observation of every member of the producer group every year.

All producer group organic operarions are subject to the Organic Foods Production Act (OFPA) and 7
CFR Part 205. Therefore, the guidance provided herein focuses on particular items nor addressed in the rule, and
would serve TO codify practices thar have existed pursuant to the NOSB 2002 Grower Group recommendation.
The intent here is to provide guidance for topics specifically related to producer group organic operations, nor to
create a parallel set of organic standards or verification system for producer group organic operations.



B. Prerequisites for a Producer Group Operation to seek USDA Organic Certification

The producer group operarion composed of production llllits, sites, or facilities, must be organized as
a "person" according to 7 CFR 205.2. The Final Rule defines "person" as "an individual,
partnership, corporarion, association, cooperative, or other entity."

The certification is owned by the group, not any individual member or subllllit, which may nor
represent itself as certified orher than through the group.

The operation must only seek certification with an Accredited Certification Agency (ACA) that is
fully qualified to perfonn certification of operarions wi th multiple production llllits, sites, and
facilities. (An A CA may be considered qualified ifthey have produced evidence, upon request by
NOP, which is considered by NOP to be satisfactory to affirm the fitness ofthe ACA to perfonn the
inspection ofmulti-site operations.)

The practices of the producer group operation must be llllifonn and reflect a consistent process or
methodology, using the same inputs.! processes.

Participarion in the producer group operation is limited to those group members who market their
organic production only through the group, lllliess the member is individually certified.

Producer group operations must utilize centralized processing, disrribution, marketing facili ties and
systems.

Record-keeping protocols must be consistent. It is nor acceptable that individual production llllits,
sites, or facilities differ in their methodology of record keeping.

C. Organizing the Producer Group Operation

Production llllits, sites, and facilities within a certified organic producer group operation do nor possess
individual certificates.

A "production llllit," "site," or "facility," for purposes ofACA inspection, is to be considered the
measurement llllit of the operarion subject to annual inspection. This includes direct inspection of sub-llllits of a
production llllit based on both risk assessment and random sampling.

The producer group operation must establish and implement an Internal Concrol System (lCS), with
supervision and documentation of production practices and inputs used at each sub-llllit, and collected ar each
production llllit, site, or facility to insure compliance with the USDA's National Organic Program.

Criteria for the clustering of 'members' or 'sub-units' into a Production Unit

The ACA must approve the designarion of specific members or subunits as belonging to a single production llllit
according to the following criteria, as applicable to the group, the geographic location, and the rype(s) of product
being produced. All members or sub-llllits within a production llllit:

Are llllified by a shared rraining regimen
Operate together llllder the same section of the producer group operation's single Organic System Plan,
including inputs used, fertility management and pest concrol practices, livestock feeding and health care
practices, and record keeping and audit crail system. (This will require an adjusnnent to the starns quo
where members may be acting as autonomous members llllder a single OSP. Going fonvard, members
will need to organize into production llllits for the sharing of best practices.)
Share a common input supply



Share common personnel responsible for managing operations, providing extension services, monitoring
and enforcing the fimctioning of the Internal Control System
Use a single post-harvest processing system
Are located within geographic proximity, as defined by access to the same collection or post-harvest
handling facility, and/or common soils, water source, slope, topography or other physical fearnres
Produce llllique products or varieties and share the same harvest schedule

Likewise, if any member within a production llllit processes or consolidates product from more than one
member, it must be considered a single production llllit and must be inspected annually. An upper limit on the
number of members or subllllits included in a given Production Unit should be based on the feasibility of effective
oversight by management personnel and factors such as size and accessibility of the subllllits.

D. Inspecting the Producer Group Operation

An inspection, as defined by the Nap, is "the act of examining and evaluating the production or handling
operation of an applicant for certification or certified operation to detennine compliance with the Act and the
regulations in this part." The applicant or certified entity is the legal business or association whose Organic
System Plan (aSP) must be verified by examining each "production llllit, facility, and site" where organic
products are produced or handled.

Verification of the asp is largely accomplished by a thorough audit of the fimctioning of the Internal
Control System, accompanied by a physical examination of every Production Unit (generally the headquarters or
common regional handling or collection facility) and a meaningful sample of subllllits within any given
Production Unit (with one exception - all new entrants to a Production Unit must be inspected in their first year
with the group. In subsequent years, all successfully certified operations will be inspected per the sampling
method described below) In a producer group operation, the Production Unit is the smallest portion of the
operation that must be inspected every year.

1. Inspection: Sampling and Risk Analysis

The certifying agent must have policies and procedures for determining how many of the sub-llllits within
a production llllit must receive an annual inspection by the certifying agent. In addition to the mandatory
inspection of new entrants to the production llllit, the certifying agent must also have policies and procedures for
detennining which sub-llllits present the greatest risks of non-compliance. Various risk assessment methods are
used to both detennine sample size and select the appropriate sub-llllits to examine. Higher levels of overall risk
for a production llllit would dictate a higher proportion of components to be sampled. The factors below will assist
inspectors both in detennining the sample size and in deciding which components hel she should inspect annually.
It is the responsibility of the ACA to insrruct the inspectors on which high-risk sub-llllits must be inspected and
the number of lower-risk sub-llllits that should be sampled based on their detennination of the group's over-all
risk. The ACA will ensure that this protocol is transparent.

The number of production llllits and sub-llllits, sites and facilities participating in the producer group
operation
The size of the average production llllit and sub-llllits
The degree of llllifornli ty among the sub-llllits within a production llllit
The complexity of the production system
The management smtcrnre of the internal control system.
Prohibited materials applied adjacent to a sub-llllit within the previous year
New entrants to the producer group operation
Significant expansion of size of the sub-llllit
Split or parallel production
The number of years the producer group operation has fllllctioned
The rate of growth in new members



Any previous problems with fimctioning of the ICS
Staff rnrnover
Potential conflict of interest
Complexity of types of subllllits and/or products marketed
The prevalence of conventional production of the same type in the region
Whether a post-harvest handling or livestock facility of any kind is included
Compliance with Internal Training
Frequency of minor non-compliances
Grossing $5000 or more in US organic sales per year

Once the annual sampling percentage rate is detennined by the ACA, the highest risk subllllits are identified and
inspected. Of the remaining sample to be inspected annually, at least 25% of these the subllllits should be selected
at random. This helps to prevent the complacency that might be inadvertently encouraged by a cenifier focusing
only on higher-risk members of the multi-site operation.

Example 1: 100 subunits. Sample rate detennined by the ACA: 10%.3 sub-llllits are identified by ACA as "high
risk" and inspected. Of the remaining 97 subllllits, 7 more will need to be inspected to reach the 10% rate. At least
2 of those (25%) should be selected for inspection at random.

Example 2: 100 subllllits. Sample rate detennined by the ACA: 30%. 10 subllllits identified as "high risk" and
inspected. Of the remaining 90 subllllits, 20 more will need to be inspected to reach the 30% rate. At least 5 of
those (25%) should be selected for inspection at random.

The objective of using risk assessment methodology is to detennine whether the Internal Concrol System
(or ICS, see below) is fimctioning and to detect and correct non-compliances before they compromise the
certification of the group. Moreover, the direct observation of a given sub-llllit is not a guarantee that an instance
of deliberate or fraudulent noncompliance will be detected. It is reasonable to expect that a well fllllctioning
Internal Concrol System, whose personnel visit each sub-llllit at least once a year, will be effective in detecting
such instances of noncompliance.

2. The Role of the Internal Control System (lCS)

An Internal Control System may also be called an Internal Quality System, and is analogous to the
fimction of the Quality Assurance depanment of a large operation. Its mandate is to maintain consistency in
compliance with the regulations as well as more rraditional product quality concerns. The various components of
a producer group operation all are governed by the same Organic System Plan, and the ICS must maintain
sufficient oversight to ensure that all personnel are consistently following the plan. It is in the interest of this
body to safeguard the organic starns of the entire operation and the eligibility of the group as a whole for organic
certification.

Within a production llllit, the Internal Concrol System personnel are charged with conducting surveillance
and reviews of every smallest divisible pan of the production llllit, site or facility every year. For instance, for a
single sub-llllit of a fanning operation that is made up of multiple production llllits, the ICS surveillance and
review should focus on critical organic concrol points (analogous to a HACCP Plan) such as buffer areas,
condition ofgrowing crops, soil quality indicators, input and equipment storage areas, and level of llllderstanding
of organic requirements by the operator.

While it is the ACA's role to inspect at the level of production llllits, sites, and facilities and ensure that
the ICS is fllllctioning properly, the Internal Concrol System peers deeper into each of these production llllits, si tes
or facilities. For the person seeking organic certification to be in compliance with the NOP, all non-compliances
detected at the production llllit, site, or facility or at the sub-llllit or member level are required to be reponed to the
certifier (not just the ICS) per 205.400 (t).



i. How the ICS Works

The internal reviewers carry out at least one annual direct observation and review of each individual
operator, including visits to fields and facilities.

The Internal Control System keeps appropriate documentation, including at least a description of the sub
llllits and the facilities, the production plans, the products harvested, the conrractual arrangement with each
individual member and internal inspection reports.

The Internal Control System must include the application of sanctions to individual members who do not
comply with the organization's OSP, the OFPA or the NOP Regulations. It must infonn the ACA of the
irregularities and minor non-compliances found. It must commllllicate back to the source of the minor non
compliance the corrective actions imposed, with agreed time for completion.

The Internal Control System must provide for the suspension or exclusion of members or subllllits who
are fOlllld to have major non-compliances, including a plan for corrective action that must be implemented before
the member or subllllit can be readmitted. It must infonn the ACA of all such actions, and a member who
willfully or fraudulently violates the NOP should nor be pennitted TO rejoin the group lllltil the ACA approves the
measures taken to ensure that the violation is not repeated.

ii. Internal Control SYstem Personnel

Ideally, the ICS personnel team should include field staff the internal evaluation committee, the director
ofICS, the director of craining and capacity building, representatives from the technical committee,
representatives from the marketing committee, and the board of mtstees. While primary responsibility would
remain with the direcTOrs, the internal inspectors, and the internal evaluation committee, coordination and inpUT
from other personnel is crucial for a well-functioning ICS process.

Regardless of the number of ICS personnel, the ICS director needs to develop an organizational chan to
provide a clear picrnre of how the various duties among the ICS staff are divided and to make clear the reporting
smtcrnre among personnel. ICS personnel must have clear roles and responsibilities assigned by management and
the resources and craining to fulfill their roles and responsibilities. Additionally, the staff hired to fulfill the roles
within an ICS should possess the following qualifications:

Be fluent in the local language and dialect of the group members
Possess the ability to read and write and report in the chosen ICS language
Be well versed in the National Organic Program, especially in the sections of the regulation that relate to
the subllllits and members, sites or facilities that they review
Be familiar with the local agriculrnral production systems.
Be familiar with the principles and practice of organic agriculrnre
Be familiar with the principles and practices of organic post-harvest handling
Be able TO demonstrate competence in internal concrol procedures and an llllderstanding of the internal
regulations

iii. Addressing Potential Conflicts of Interest

Any employee of an organization empowered by that same organization TO detennine compliance with a
regulation carries the porential to be conflicted about whether or nor to report non-compliances. This is mte at
individual producer operations and at producer group operations. In order to mitigate the potential for non
compliances to go llllreported, the Internal Concrol System personnel must receive contracrnal (in-writing)
assurances that llllder no circumstances are they to be admonished in any way because they have detected and
reported a noncompliance. In essence, this written assurance from the organization or ''person'' creates a firewall
of protection for Internal Control System personal to implement the operation's OSP. Additionally, these



personnel must also be required to disclose, in writing, any potential conflicts in advance of surveillance and
review.

Some of the past concern regarding conflict of interest at producer group operations may have arisen from
a misuse of the word "inspection" as referring to the Internal Concrol System's use of surveillance and review as
pan of its oversight fllllction. These internal surveillance and compliance reviews, carried out by the operation's
field staff, should be clearly distinguished from the inspections conducted by the certifying body, and should not
be represented as serving as proxies for, or in lieu of, the organic inspection. In other words: only ACAs conduct
Inspections.

While internal staff could be considered to have an inherent conflict of interest, their obligation is to
ensure that the entire group maintains its organic starns. The use of internal field staff to ensure compliance by all
group members is analogous to the QA department of a large, complex operation. Groups may mitigate any
conflict of interest by assigning field staff to review subllllits in different regions or villages, and similar
measures. The NOP requires an individual operator to report any changes that might affect the operation's
compliance, including drift or applications of prohibited substances, and a certifier should also expect to receive
this infonnation from ICS personnel.

3. Training Requirements

The success of an ICS is greatly enhanced by consistent and continuous rraining for all members and all
ICS personnel. For most organizations, internal personnel will carry out the majority ofcraining of members, bur
at least one training per year by an external specialist is recommended for ICS personnel. For producer group
operations, the internal surveillance and review is a rigorous and time-consuming process for ICS personnel.
Training maximizes the efforts of the personnel devoted to the ICS, and therefore the entire internal review
process.

Training is considered to be the key to ensuring that members llllderstand and comply with organic
standards. The responsibility ofNOP with regard to certifier qualifications, in addition to reviewing a certifier's
evidence of fimess to certify multi-site operations, is to promote and assist in the implemen tation of certification
rraining specific to producer group operations, panicularly the rraining in the evaluation of Internal Concrol
Systems.

v - VI (Reserved)
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